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By Dr Alan Barclay

ith the images of the
combined disaster of
the earthquake-induced
tsunami and consequent
reactor melt-down at Fukushima in north
east Japan still crystal clear and fresh in
everyone’s mind, it’s difficult to realize
that in fact the accident actually took
place two years ago now (March 11, 2011
to be precise).
In addition to the direct, and devastating, immediate effect on the local population, the Fukushima incident had a
widespread impact throughout the world
as the safety profile of the entire nuclear
energy industry was questioned. At the
time, however the immediate question
for the on-looking world was less fundamental but directed to the specific question as to what extent would the radiation released by the damaged Fukushima
plant be spread throughout the world.
And, depending on just how widespread
the radiation fall-out was, what would
the impact of such radiation be in terms
of increases in the incidence of radiationinduced pathologies, such as leukemia or
thyroid cancer? Although original estimates issued by the Japanese government suggested that the total amount of
radiation released would be significantly
less than that released in the infamous
Chernobyl incident a quarter of a century
earlier, this was not reassuring enough to
prevent the spreading of wild, panicky
predictions based on not much more than
guesswork. These panic stories foretold
massive increases in radiation-induced
cancer levels and birth deformities.
What is generally not known is that
there exists a sub organization of the
United Nations, the Scientific Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR) which exists solely to analyze, evaluate and — most importantly— apply methods of measuring the
health impact of released radiation. In the
immediate aftermath of the Fukushima,
UNSCEAR sent in monitoring teams
and implemented plans to record radiation at appropriate places throughout the
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world. (The prevailing winds at the time
of the Fukushima incident were such
that the majority of fall-out occurred
in non-populated areas and the ocean).
Based in part on UNSCEAR’s data, a
preliminary report has now been issued
by the World Health Organization on
the likely health effect of Fukushima
(“Health Risk assessment from the nuclear
accident after the 2011 Great East Japan
Earthquake and Tsunami based on a preliminary dose estimation”, World Health
Organization, 2013).
The reassuring message from the
WHO health risk assessment is that, apart
from the effect on the unfortunate local
inhabitants of the Fukushima region,
“no discernible increase in health risks
from the Fukushima event is expected outside Japan”. Such conclusions are
too late to avoid the significant psychological impact on the general public of
the Fukushima accident. This has been
shown to extend beyond the nuclear generating industry and into any sector in
which the fateful words “ionizing radiation” may be used, including inevitably
the medical imaging field. Anecdotal
reports abound of increasing numbers of
patients refusing CT scans because of the
Fukushima effect of increased awareness
of the dangers of radiation. No attempt
appears to be made to relativize the risk
or point out the low levels of radiation
generally involved in medical imaging.
Ironically, early attempts to show that the
levels of Fukushima radiation were not
too dangerous by comparing them to the
radiation involved in CT scans appear
to have rebounded and inadvertently
portrayed CT as being similar to a
nuclear disaster.
As ever, the only way for the radiology community to react to such misperceptions is to communicate the real
risk/benefits of modern imaging and,
whenever ionizing radiation is involved,
to use as low a dose as possible. n
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Ultrasound scanner awarded
Good Design Award
The Noblus high-performance ultrasound scanner from Hitachi-Aloka has
received the Good Design Award 2012,
which is issued each year by the Japan
Institute of Design Promotion (JDP). The
award system was originally created in
1957, in the belief that design was essential
in breaking out of the then cycle of poverty
in Japan. Since then, the Good Design
Award has been given to outstanding
designs for more than 50 years to encourage the pursuit of prosperity and industrial
development. JDP receives approximately
3,000 submissions from more than 1,000
companies and designers from both Japan
and abroad every year.
The Noblus is a high-performance
compact scanner offering a full range of

functions and flexible style. It was developed to meet the needs for performing
precise examination not only in examination rooms but in countless other clinical
settings. Designed to be easily used and
stored, the system is adaptable for use in
diverse applications and locations. When
the system is used in its desktop configuration, the operation panel can be flipped up
after the examination is completed, freeing
up the work area space on the desk. This
concept is unique to this company and
reflects their long familiarity with actual
use scenarios through their many years
of developing diagnostic ultrasound systems. In addition to the main unit, the
cart and other options have also been
newly designed with portability in mind.

Comparison of training in
Interventional Neuroradiology
in China, Japan and Korea

The recent development of interventional neuroradiology (INR) has contributed to its important role in the treatment of many intracranial and spinal
vascular diseases. Although the specialty
has been traditionally led by neuroradiologists, other specialists in neurosurgery
and neurology have become involved in
the field. Due to the diverse background
of such specialists and sometimes inadequate basic education and training, a
proper level of training standard and
quality assurance in INR has to be guaranteed to ensure appropriate outcomes
in patients with neurovascular diseases.
In East Asia, e.g. China, Japan and Korea,
there is less inter-relationship in education and training among INR specialists compared to western countries.
WINTER 2013

MRI images
transplanted islet cells
with help of positively
charged nanoparticles

To analyze this situation a group of specialists (Zhao et al. Comparison of medical
education and requirements for training in
interventional neuroradiology in China,
Japan, Korea. Neurointervention 2013;
6:3) compared the current status and difference of medical education especially in
INR in these countries.
They found that medical education
or INR training programs in the three
countries differ significantly, e.g the existence of premedical school (in Japan and
Korea), long military service (Korea),
internship (Japan and Korea) or long residency period (China). INR qualification
as a subspecialty exists in Japan and has
become recently established in China and
could help the situation in which trainees
come from different specialties with different backgrounds and depth of training.
Comparison of medical education and
INR training systems between different
countries may be beneficial to enable an
emerging new field such as INR develop
more rapidly.
http://tinyurl.com/INR-training-pape
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The Ultra BE (Ultrasound Broadband
Engine) built into the Noblus is an ultrasound-specific digital signal processing circuit which up till now has been
found only in top-of-the-range models,
and provides clear images for quick and
precise examination. The system features
Real-time Tissue Elastography that
displays the relative stiffness of tissue in
color maps .
HITACHI ALOKA
TOKYO, JAPAN
www.hitachi-aloka.co.jp/english/

In a study presented at the recent 37th
Annual Meeting of the Japan Society for
Organ Preservation and Medical Biology
(JSOPMB) a group of scientists from the
Okayama University Graduate School of
Medicine, Okayama, Japan used MRI to
evaluate six kinds of positively-charged
magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles which
they designed to help monitor transplanted islet cells. The team of researchers found that the charged nanoparticles
they developed transduced into cells
and could be visualized by MRI while
three kinds of commercially available
nanoparticles used for controls could
not. “Our data suggests that novel,
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First guidelines for brain amyloid
imaging in Alzheimer’s released

Only recently has it become possible
to create high-quality images of the brain
plaques characteristic of Alzheimer’s
disease in living people through positron emission tomography (PET). Even
so, questions remain about what can be
learned from these PET images and which
people should have this test. To provide
guidance for physicians, individuals and
families affected by Alzheimer’s, and the
public, the Society of Nuclear Medicine
and Molecular Imaging (SNMMI) and the
Alzheimer’s Association have jointly published the first criteria for the appropriate use of this imaging technology to aid
in the diagnosis of people with suspected
Alzheimer’s disease. The criteria were published recently in The Journal of Nuclear
Medicine. While elevated beta amyloid
plaques are one of the defining pathologic
features of Alzheimer’s, many elderly people
with normal cognition also have elevated
levels of these plaques, as do people with
conditions other than Alzheimer’s dementia. Therefore, the potential clinical use of
amyloid PET requires careful consideration
so that its proper role may be identified. To
develop the new criteria, the Alzheimer’s
Association and SNMMI assembled an
Amyloid Imaging Taskforce (AIT) consisting of dementia and imaging experts to
review the scientific literature and develop
consensus recommendations for the clinical use of this promising new technology.
The AIT concluded that amyloid imaging
could potentially be helpful in the diagnosis
of people with cognitive impairment when
considered along with other clinical information, and when performed according to
standardized protocols by trained staff. In
addition, they emphasized that the decision
whether or not to order amyloid imaging
should be made only after a comprehensive evaluation by a physician experienced
in the assessment and diagnosis of cognitive impairment and dementia, and only if
the presence or absence of amyloid would
6
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continued from page 05

increase certainty in the diagnosis and alter
the treatment plan.
According to the AIT, appropriate candidates for amyloid PET imaging include:
• Those who complain of persistent
or progressive unexplained memory
problems or confusion and who demonstrate impairments using standard
tests of cognition and memory.
• Individuals meeting tests for possible
Alzheimer’s, but who are unusual in
their clinical presentation.
• Individuals with progressive dementia and atypically early age of onset
(before age 65).
Inappropriate candidates for amyloid
PET imaging include:
• Those who are age 65 or more and
meet standard definitions and tests for
Alzheimer’s, since a positive PET scan
would provide little added value.
•Asymptomatic people or those with a
cognitive complaint but no clinical confirmation of impairment.
Amyloid PET imaging is also
inappropriate:
• As a means of determining the severity
of dementia.
• When requested solely based on a family
history of dementia or presence of other
risk factors for Alzheimer’s, such as the
ApoE-e4 gene.
• As a substitute for genetic testing for
mutations that cause Alzheimer’s.
• For non-medical reasons, such as insurance, legal or employment decisions.
“As amyloid imaging becomes more
prevalent in clinical settings, medical
professionals must understand how to
appropriately utilize the test,” said Frederic H. Fahey, D.Sc., SNMMI president.
“Neurology and dementia experts should
order the test only when appropriately
indicated, and nuclear medicine and
molecular imaging professionals must
ensure they have been adequately trained
to interpret the results of the scan. Working together, we hope that the information
garnered from amyloid PET imaging will
aid in diagnosis and play a pivotal role in
the development of new treatments for
Alzheimer’s.”
Paper: Society of Nuclear Medicine
(2013, January 28). Guidelines for brain
amyloid imaging in Alzheimer’s.
I M A G I N G
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positively-charged nanoparticles can be
useful as MRI contrast agents to monitor islet mass after transplantation,”
said study co-author Hirofumi Noguchi, MD, PhD, of the Department of
Gastroenterological Surgery, transplant
and Surgical Oncology at the Okayama
University Graduate School of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences. “Significant graft loss immediately
after islet transplantation occurs due to
immunological and non-immunological
events. With MRI is attractive potential
tool for monitoring islet mass in vivo,
but efficient uptake of MRI contrast
agent is required for cell labeling.” The
researchers note that recent techniques
of labeling islet cells with magnetic iron
oxide has allowed detection of transplanted islet cells, however commercially available magnetic nanoparticles
are not efficiently transduced because
the cell surface is negatively charged
and the negative charge of the nanoparticles. The researchers developed positively charged nanoparticles that were
efficiently transduced.
“This approach could potentially be
translated into clinical practice for evaluating graft survival and for monitoring
therapeutic intervention during graft
rejection,” concluded Dr. Noguchi.
http://tinyurl.com/Noguchi-paper

Volume-Based
PET Parameters in
Cancer Prognosis
In a recently published paper, a group
of Korean researchers make the case for
the use of volume-based parameters
such as metabolic tumor volume for
estimating prognosis. However precise and optimized tumor delineation
methods must be used. (Moon, Hyun &
Choi. Prognostic significance of volumebased PET parameters in cancer patients
Koreab J Radiol 2013;14: 1)
Accurate prediction of cancer prognosis before the start of treatment is
important since these predictions
often affect the choice of treatment.
Prognosis is usually based on anatomical staging and other clinical factors.
However, the conventional system is
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not sufficient to accurately and reliably determine prognosis. Metabolic
parameters measured by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission
tomography (PET) have the potential to provide valuable information
regarding prognosis and treatment
response evaluation in cancer patients.
Among these parameters, volume-

based PET parameters such as metabolic tumor volume and total lesion
glycolysis are especially promising.
However, the measurement of these
parameters is significantly affected by
the imaging methodology and specific
image characteristics, and a standard
method for these parameters has not
been established. This review introduces volume-based PET parameters
as potential prognostic indicators, and
highlights methodological considerations for measurement, potential
implications, and prospects for further studies. The volume-based PET
parameters MTV and TLG are useful
indices of tumor burden. Although the
role of these parameters has not yet
been fully established, they are potentially useful parameters for the prognostication and evaluation of treat-

ment response in cancer patients. In
using volume-based PET parameters,
careful optimization of tumor delineation methods and image characteristics is crucial, as these parameters can
be significantly affected by the tumor
delineation method, image resolution, contrast, noise, the radiotracer
used, and the reconstruction settings.
In particular, the tumor delineation
method used is the most important
factor affecting the measurement
of these parameters. Many previous
studies have demonstrated that these
parameters are closely associated with
patient prognosis and are related to
other established prognostic factors.
However, further large-scale prospective studies are needed in order to
confirm their value.
http://tinyurl.com/Choi-paper

The image of mental fatigue

We all perhaps know the feeling
of mental exhaustion, but what does
it mean physiologically to have mental fatigue? A new study carried out
using brain scans could help scientists
uncover the neurobiological mechanisms underlying mental fatigue.
According to Bui Ha Duc and Xiaoping Li of the National University of
Singapore writing in a recent issue of
the International Journal Computer
Applications in Technology, mental
fatigue has become commonplace as
many people face increasing mental
demands from stressful jobs, longer

WINTER 2013

working hours with less time to relax
and increasingly suffer sleep problems.
Mental fatigue has received attention from those involved generally
in health and well-being as well as
from the military and transport industry. After all, mental fatigue not only
affects the health of individuals but
can also have implications for road
safety and international security.
The researchers used functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
to monitor activity in the brains of ten
student volunteers (male and female
aged 19 to 25 years) deprived of sleep
for 25 hours and given a simple task
repeatedly through that period. They
carried out scans at 9am, 2pm, 3am,
9am the following day. All volunteers
had to have avoided alcohol and caffeine for the 24 hours prior to the
experiment, were all physically and
mentally fit prior to participation and
none had any sleep problems.
The activation of the left thalamus increases with sleep deprivation,
going in an exactly opposite trend to
the inferior parietal that (following
the circadian rhythm) decreases in
activation from 9am to 3am next day
and then increases in activation. This
finding fits with logic as the inferior
parietal cortex integrates information
from different sensory modalities. As
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all the information has to go through
the thalamus and then is sent by the
thalamus to the inferior parietal, when
the inferior parietal decreases in activation, the thalamus must increase
its activation to get the information
sent through.
The team explains that a gradual
increase in mental fatigue led to
decreased activity in the volunteers’
brains in specific regions: the anterior
cingulate gyrus, right inferior frontal,
left middle frontal and right superior
temporal cortex. The anterior cingulate cortex has been described as an
interface between motivation, cognition and action, and has been implicated in using reinforcement information to control behavior. The fMRI
scans suggest that decreased activity
in this part of the brain is therefore
linked to those familiar feelings of
mental fatigue including lethargy and
slowness of thinking.
“The research provides a neurophysiologic basis for measuring the level of
mental fatigue by EEG, as well as for the
intervention by non-invasive neural
stimulation to maintain wakefulness,”
the team says. “We have developed
devices for both, which will be commercialized by our spinoff company,
Newrocare Pte Ltd.”
http://tinyurl.com/mental-fatigue-paper
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ULTRASOUND
by Dr G Salomon, Dr L Budaeus, Dr L Durner & Dr K Boehm

Improvement in the visualization
of prostate cancer through the
use of ShearWave Elastography
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in males with more than
910,000 annual cases worldwide.
With early detection, excellent cure rates can be achieved. Today, prostate
cancer is diagnosed by a randomized transrectal ultrasound guided biopsy.
However, such randomized “blind” biopsies can miss cancer because
of the inability of conventional TRUS to visualize small cancerous spots
in most cases.
Elastography has been shown to improve visualization of prostate cancer.
The innovative ShearWave Elastography technique is an automated, user-friendly
and quantifiable method fore the determination of prostatic tissue stiffness.

T

he detection of prostate cancer (PCA) has
become easier thanks to Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) testing; the diagnosis of PCA has been
shifted towards an earlier stage of the disease.
Prostate cancer is, in more than 80 % of the cases, a
heterogeneous and multifocal tumor. Conventional ultrasound has limitations to accurately define tumor foci
within the prostate. This is due to the fact that most PCA
foci are isoechogenic, so in these cases there is no differentiation of benign and malignant tissue. Because of
this, a randomized biopsy is performed under ultrasound
guidance with at least 10 to 12 biopsy cores, which should

represent all areas of the prostate. Tumors, however, can
be missed by this biopsy regimen since it is not a lesiontargeted biopsy. When PSA is rising — which usually
occurs in most men — the originally negative biopsy has
to be repeated.

The Authors :
Dr Georg Salomon1, Dr Lars Budaeus1, Dr L Durner
& Dr K Boehm1

2

1. Martini-Clinic – Prostate Cancer Center
University Hospital Hamburg Eppendorf
Martinistrasse 52
20253 Hamburg
Germany
2. Urologische Klinik Dr. Castringius München-Planegg
Germeringer Str. 32
82152 Planegg
Germany
Corresponding author: PD Dr. Georg Salomon
Associate Professor of Urology
Martini Clinic
Tel: 0049 40 7410 51300
gsalomon@uke.de
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FIGURE 1. (Case #1): Huge area of hard tissue in the mid-right prostate, high
suspicion of extracapsular penetration. Highly suspicious (kPascal value 111).
Suspicious areas in SWE (red areas) correlate well with final histopathological
whole mount of the prostate.
Patient data. Age 65 years. PSA: 45 ng/mL. DRE: suspicious on the left side.
Final histopathological result: pT3a, NO, RO (left anterior extracapsular extension).
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Ultravist ® (iopromide) Prescribing Information (Refer
to Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC) before
prescribing) Presentation: Intravascular injections of nonionic iopromide in strengths of 150mg, 240mg, 300mg and
370mg of iodine/ml. Indications: For diagnostic use only.
Delineation of the vascular and renal systems and of body
cavities. Posology and administration: Adults Intravenous
urography: minimum doses: Ultravist 370: 0.8ml/kg body
weight; Ultravist 300: 1ml/kg body weight; Ultravist 240:
1.3ml/kg body weight. Children Intravenous urography:
see SmPC. Adults Computed tomography: Cranial CT:
Ultravist 240: 1.5-2.5ml/kg body weight; Ultravist 300:
1-2ml/kg body weight; Ultravist 370: 1-1.5ml/kg body
weight. Whole-body CT: Dosage and administration rate
depend on investigation and scanner. Adults Angiography:
depends on age, weight, cardiac output, general condition,
clinical problem, examination technique and the nature and
volume of the vascular region to be investigated. (see SmPC).
Adults Checking function of dialysis shunt: Ultravist 150:
10ml. Paediatric population: young infants (age < 1 year)
and especially newborns are susceptible to electrolyte
imbalance and haemodynamic alterations. Care should be
taken regarding the dose of contrast medium to be given,
the technical performance of the radiological procedure and
the patient status. Renal impairment: to reduce the risk
of additional contrast media-induced renal impairment in
patients with pre-existing renal impairment, the minimum
possible dose should be used. Hepatic impairment: no dosage
adjustment is necessary. Elderly: possibility of reduced
renal function should be considered. Contra-indications:
Uncontrolled thyrotoxicosis. Warnings and precautions: Can
be associated with anaphylactoid/hypersensitivity reactions,
ensure preparedness for institution of emergency measures.
Allergy-like reactions from mild to severe possible, mostly
within 30 min, but delayed reactions (hours to days) may
occur. Particularly careful risk/benefit judgement required
for patients with: known hypersensitivity to Ultravist or its
excipients; previous reaction to any contrast medium or;
history of bronchial asthma or allergic disorders (increased
risk). Pre-medicate with corticosteroids if necessary. To
minimise risk: administer Ultravist to recumbent patients;
observe patients closely for 15 minutes and keep them in
hospital for at least one hour after the last injection. Patients on
beta-blockers may be resistant to the effects of beta agonists.
If severe reaction occurs, patients with cardiovascular disease
are more susceptible to serious or fatal outcomes. Caution
in patients with: known/suspected hyperthyroidism or goitre,
monitor thyroid function in neonates exposed via mother or
during neonatal period. Caution in patients with cerebral
arteriosclerosis, pulmonary emphysema, poor general health,
renal insufficiency, dehydration, diabetes mellitus, multiple
myeloma/ paraproteinaemia, repetitive and / or large doses
of Ultravist. Nephrotoxicity may occur or rarely acute renal
failure. Ensure adequate hydration of patients; correct
water or electrolyte imbalances before administration. With
cardiac or severe coronary artery disease, increased risk of
haemodynamic changes or arrhythmia. Intravascular
injection may precipitate pulmonary oedema in patients with
heart failure. Increased risk of neurological complications
in patients with seizure history or CNS disorders. Caution
in patients with reduced seizure threshold. May aggravate
the symptoms of myasthenia gravis. Flush intravascular
catheters frequently with physiological saline (if possible
with addition of heparin) and minimise procedure length to
minimise procedure-related thromboembolism risk. Patients
with phaeochromocytoma may be at increased risk of
developing a hypertensive crisis. Minimise excitement, anxiety
and pain. Do not use in myelography. Sensitivity testing
is not recommended. Interactions: Consider interruption
of biguanides treatment prior to Ultravist administration
as a precaution against development of lactic acidosis.
Prevalence of delayed reactions higher in patients who have
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Effects on ability to drive and use machines: Driving or
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ULTRASOUND

FIGURE 2. (Case #2): Mid-left side of the Prostate. ShearWave Elastography shows no hard tissue and no
evidence of tumor.
Patient data. Age: 69 years. PSA: 4.8 ng/mL. DRE: not suspicious. Number of previous negative biopsies: 3.
Biopsy result: no cancer.

What urologists expect from imaging
and biopsy procedures is the detection
of prostate cancer at an early stage
and an accurate description of all
foci within the prostate with different
(Gleason) grades of differentiation for
best treatment options.
In the past 10 years a couple of
new innovative ultrasound techniques

(computerized, contrast enhanced
and real time elastography) have
been introduced to the market and
their impact on the detection of early
prostate cancer has been evaluated.
The major benefit of elastography
compared to the other techniques is its
ability to provide visualization of suspicious areas and to guide the biopsy

FIGURE 3. (Case #3): Mid-left side of the prostate: small hard suspicious tissue in the peripheral zone. (red,
kPascal value: 62).
Patient data. Age: 67 years. PSA: 7.5 ng/mL. DRE: enlarged.
Number of previous negative biopsies: 2. Biopsy result: Gleason 3+4 in 10 out of 12 cores.
Radical prostatectomy: both sides nerve sparing (NeuroSafe).
Final histopathological result: pT2x Gleason 3+4, N0, RO.
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needle, in real time, to the suspicious
and potentially malignant area.
Ultrasound-based elastography has
been investigated over the years and
has had a lot of success for increasing
the detection rate of prostate cancer or
reducing the number of biopsy samples required. [1-3]. Different companies have used different approaches
to the ultrasound elastography technique (strain elastography vs. shear
wave elastography). Medical centers
have seen an evolution in better image
quality with more stable and reproducible results from these techniques.
One drawback of real time strain
elastography is that there is a significant learning curve to be climbed
before reproducible elastograms can
be generated. The technique has to
be performed by compressing and
then decompressing the ultrasound
probe to derive a measurement of
tissue displacement.
Today there are ultrasound scanners
on the market, which have the ability
to produce elastograms without this
“manual” assistance: this technique is
called shear wave elastography. While
the ultrasound probe is being inserted
transrectally, the “elastograms” are
generated automatically by the calculation of shear wave velocity as the
waves travel through the tissue being
examined, thus providing measurements of tissue stiffness and not displacement measurements.
There are several different techniques for this type of elastography.
The FibroScan system, which is not
an ultrasound unit, uses shear waves
(transient elastography) to evaluate
the advancement of the stiffness of
the liver. Another technique is Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse or ARFI
technique, also used for the liver.
These non real-time techniques only
provide a shear wave velocity estimation for a single region of interest
and are not currently used in prostate
imaging.
A shear wave technology that provides specific quantification of tissue
elasticity in real-time is ShearWave
Elastography, developed by SuperSonic Imagine. This technique measures elasticity in kilopascals and can
provide visual representation of tissue stiffness over the entire region of
interest in a color-coded map on the
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ultrasound screen. On a split screen
the investigator can see the conventional ultrasound B-mode image and
the color-coded elastogram at the
same time. This enables an anatomical view of the prostate along with the
elasticity image of the tissue to guide
the biopsy needle.
In short, ShearWave Elastography (SWE) is a different elastography
technique that can be used for several
applications. It automatically generates a real-time, reproducible, fully
quantifiable color-coded image of
tissue elasticity.
QUANTIFICATION OF TISSUE STIFFNESS

Such quantification can help to increase
the chance that a targeted biopsy is
positive for cancer.
It has been shown that elastographytargeted biopsies have an up to 4.7 times
higher chance to be positive for cancer
than a randomized biopsy [4]. ShearWave Elastography can not only visualize the tissue stiffness in color but also
quantify (in kPa) the stiffness in real
time, for several organs including the
prostate. Correas et al. reported that

with tissue stiffness higher than 45 to
50 kPa the chance of prostate cancer is
very high in patients undergoing a prostate biopsy. The data from Gorreas et al
showed a sensitivity of 80 % and a high
negative predictive value of up to 90%.
Another group (Barr et al.) achieved a
negative predictive value of up to 99.6%
with a sensitivity of 96.2% and specificity of 96.2%. With a cut-off of 40 kPa the
positive biopsy rate for the ShearWave
Elastography targeted biopsy was 50%,
whereas for randomized biopsy it was
20.8 %. In total 53 men were enrolled
in this study.
Our group used SWE prior to radical prostatectomy to determine if the
ShearWave Elastography threshold
had a high accuracy using a cutoff
>55 kPa. (Fig 1)
We then compared the ShearWave
results with the final histopathological
results. [Figure 1]. Our results showed
the accuracy was around 78 % for all
tumor foci. We were also able to verify
that ShearWave Elastography targeted
biopsies were more likely to be positive compared to randomized biopsies.
[Figures 2, 3]

CONCLUSION

SWE is a non-invasive method to visualize prostate cancer foci with high accuracy, in a user-friendly way.
As Steven Kaplan puts it in an editorial comment in the Journal of
Urology 2013:
“Obviously, large-scale studies with
multicenter corroboration need to
be performed. Nevertheless, SWE is
a potentially promising modality to
increase our efficiency in evaluating
prostate diseases.”
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ASIA INDUSTRY NEWS
Samsung buys medical imaging company – NeuroLogica

One of Neurologica’s most popular products is the
Ceretom, a protable head and neck CT scanner.

Samsung’s United States subsidiary
announced earlier this year that it would
be acquiring NeuroLogica, a leading CT
company headquartered in Danvers,
MA. Established in 2004, NeuroLogica
develops medical imaging products
and is known for its world-class portable CT scanners, such as BodyTom
and CereTom. Terms of the deal were
not disclosed.
The acquisition of NeuroLogica is
another important step in the expansion of Samsung’s medical imaging
business. Samsung will continue to
strengthen its capabilities and product portfolio to establish itself as a
trusted leader in the health and medical equipment industry. The company
plans to leverage its global brand
awareness and world-leading technology in consumer electronics, IT and
communications with NeuroLogica
in order to expand medical imaging business. Samsung Electronics is
committed to explore new avenues
of growth in the healthcare business
by enhancing medical imaging diagnosis, providing innovation to both
patients and doctors.
SAMSUNG MEDISON
SEOUL, KOREA
www.samsung.com/healthcare
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Toshiba establishes new
subsidiary in South Korea

On 4 March 2013 Toshiba Medical
Systems acquired 70% of the stock in
the Korean company TI Medical Systems (held by INFINITT Healthcare)
and established a wholly owned subsidiary in South Korea. This subsidiary
will start its operations in April 2013,
according to Toshiba. TI Medical Systems was jointly established in 2009
by Toshiba and INFINITT a leading
picture archiving and communication
system company in South Korea. Since
its establishment, the company has provided excellent sales and service activities as the sole distributor of Toshiba
Medical Systems. TI Medical Systems
handles highly advanced medical imaging equipment and has installed 12
Aquilion ONE systems, the industry’s
only Dynamic Volume CT scanner with
a 160-mm wide area detector. According to a company release, the medical imaging markets in South Korea
are expected to grow at an average rate
of 10% per year (which is higher than
the average growth rate expected for
the global market). With South Korea
being one of the “next eleven” rapidly
growing economies following the BRIC
countries (Brazil, Russia, India and
China), it is expected that this high
growth rate will be maintained until at
least 2016.
TOSHIBA
TOKYO, JAPAN
www.asia.toshiba.com/

Neusoft buys out Philips’
share of joint venture

Neusoft Corporation announced
early February that it has signed a
Term Sheet with Philips on the proposed transaction of shares and assets
in Philips and Neusoft Medical Systems Co., Ltd. (“PNMS”). According
to the Term Sheet, Neusoft’s whollyowned subsidiary Neusoft Medical System Co. Ltd. and its overseas
associates intend to acquire the 51%
equities in PNMS held by Philips.
Upon the completion of the proposed
transaction, all intellectual property
rights of PNMS will be shared by both
Neusoft and Philips. In addition, a team
I M A G I N G
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of approximately 100 to 150 Computed
Tomography (CT) system and component engineers and supporting staff
will transfer from the joint venture
to Philips. According to Neusoft, the
joint venture had fulfilled its mission
over the past years, as evidenced by
a large number of competitive products and intellectual property rights.
The successful performance of PNMS
has built a solid foundation for both
sides to further optimize their respective global deployment and improve
their competitiveness. According to
a spokesman, with this transaction,
Neusoft and Philips will be able to
develop new products based on their
previous achievements in a more flexible manner in line with their respective strategies. This should help both
companies meet new opportunities in
the global market.
NEUSOFT
SHENYANG, CHINA
www.neusoft.com

Whale Imaging successfully
raises cash

Whale Imaging, the Chinese medical imaging research, development and
manufacturing company led by a group
of experienced scientists and managers,
recently completed a $8 million equity
financing round. The international
syndicate was led by OrbiMed’s Asia
Partners fund. Chang’an Capital also
participated in the round. The funding will be used to grow the company’s
R&D programs, business development
efforts and sales force expansion. Whale
Imaging is building a world-class organization of global experts to focus on
breakthrough technologies for medical
imaging systems. It has research facilities in Boston, Massachusetts, USA and
a research and manufacturing facility
in Beijing, China.
Commenting on the financing, Mr
Sean Zhu, CEO said: “We are gratified
to have received such strong global
financial support from OrbiMed
and Chang’an Capital to take Whale
Imaging into this exciting growth phase”
WHALE IMAGING
BEIJING, CHINA
www.whaleimaging.com
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RADIOLOGY TRAINING

Radiology Education in China
There is a growing sense of urgency for reform of medical education in the
People’s Republic of China. In the midst of unprecedented transparency
spurred by technologic advances and the world’s fastest growing major
economy, China is reacting to calls from leading Chinese academic
medical institutions for medical education reform and standardization.
A comprehensive review of the current status of the education of radiologists
in China has just been published [1]. This article summarizes the review and
presents its main conclusions.

R

adiology was not practiced as a specialty in
China until 1949, when a Chinese radiologist
returned from training in the United States.
In 1952, the National Committee of the Chinese Society of Radiology and the Chinese Journal of
Radiology in Beijing were founded.
MEDICAL EDUCATION

Up until 1999, most Chinese medical schools were unaffiliated with universities. In recent years, the Ministry of
Education has begun merging medical with nonmedical
universities to create world-class “comprehensive universities,” with the intent of creating increased interdisciplinary research and educational programs. As of 2012, there
are 280 schools providing bachelor’s or higher medical
degrees. Many more grant associate medical degrees, and
it has been estimated that as many as 600,000 Chinese
students will graduate in 2012 with some medical degree.
Class sizes range from approximately 1,000 at larger public
medical schools to as few as 100 at the more elite Peking
Union Medical College, which takes pride in its small
class size. The early preclinical curriculum focuses on
basic sciences, with courses in biology, advanced mathematics, chemistry (inorganic and organic), biochemistry,
physics, histology, embryology, physiology, immunology,
microbiology, pathology, pathophysiology, and anatomy.
Students later receive classroom instruction in internal
medicine, surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, pediatrics,
oncology, infectious diseases, neurology, psychiatry, and
diagnostics, before beginning clinical clerkships. Some
schools offer “diagnostic imageology” as an early exposure to radiology. All students are instructed in traditional
Chinese medicine.
RADIOLOGY TRAINING

Orthopedics, surgery, ophthalmology, and cardiology are
among the most competitive specialties in China. Radiology is not considered a very competitive specialty. Historically in China, diagnostic imaging interpretation was
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performed predominantly by individuals with the education equivalent to a 2-year community college program in
the United States, or even those with technical school training after graduating from middle school. Therefore, even in
today’s modern health care system, radiology is considered
among the “technical support specialties” alongside pathology and clinical lab work. Radiologist positions are still
held by technicians in the most rural areas of China
In February 2011, the Ministry of Health, through the
Chinese Medical Doctor Association, published national
guidelines for radiology training. These established
requirements for length of rotation, numbers of cases and
image-guided procedures, and expectations for research,
bioethics, and literature reviews. These guidelines also
proposed a 2-phase, 5-year plan for residency training, in
which residents are trained in general radiology for the
first 3 years and then focus on subspecialties for the final
years. Because of limited and varying hospital resources,
and because no model for curricular development exists,
the mandate has been largely ignored nationally.
• Current radiology training in China suffers from a lack of
focus on education and heterogeneity in quality between
training programs.
•The Chinese government established guidelines for radiology training in 2011, but the mandate has been largely
ignored.
•Great heterogeneity in resources among hospitals and
regions of the country poses significant barriers to
improved radiology training in China.
•Professional reimbursement for imaging is relatively low,
and there are few incentives for excellent teaching or
self-learning.
•The large investment in infrastructure and strong desire to
create an internationally respected radiology organization
result in an environment of enormous future potential.
The main conclusions of the Wang et al. paper [1].
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Radiology is not considered a very competitive specialty in China.
Radiologist positions are still held by technicians in most rural areas.

Even in Beijing, where the Chinese Medical Doctor Association guidelines were first piloted in 2004, these guidelines
had minimal impact on existing residency training programs.
There are, however, regional initiatives toward the standardization of training. Since 2009, Shanghai has been piloting a
program with citywide requirements for subspecialty rotations,
didactic teaching, and formal testing. The program follows a
3-2 model of training similar to some US training programs
but more characteristic of the European model, in which the
first 3 years are for general radiology training and the last 2
focus on a chosen subspecialty. Shanghai’s program is also
unique in that residents are hired as trainees rather than hospital employees. If successful, such initiatives might serve as
models to be implemented in other parts of China. Radiology
residents in China rotate through modality-based subspecialties, as opposed to US residents, whose rotations are more
often organ-systems based. Ultrasound and nuclear medicine
are independent disciplines in most Chinese hospitals, so
radiology residents often must leave their departments if they
are to follow these

“...the skills of the typical Chinese

CONCLUSIONS

radiologist (especially those in the
less developed areas) lag behind those
of their Western counterparts...”
BARRIERS TO TRAINING

Despite the impressive and ever-expanding arsenal of stateof-the-art imaging hardware in China, the skills of the typical
Chinese radiologist (especially those in the less developed
areas) lag behind those of their Western counterparts. There
remain significant barriers to increasing the quality of radiology residency training in China. Traditionally, radiologists
in China have enjoyed neither the status nor the reimbursement of radiologists in many other countries. In general,
WINTER 2013
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radiologists are paid fixed salaries calculated on the basis of
academic and administrative positions, seniority, and so on,
and not directly influenced by clinical productivity. This has
limited the level to which standards of training and certification can be set and has left the field unable to attract the best
and most motivated medical students. This may be changing, given the critical need for radiologists in China and the
growing appreciation of the value of diagnostic imaging to
public health.
A second barrier to improved training is not unique to
China. Outstanding teaching efforts are often not recognized
or rewarded under the current system. Although teaching is
considered one of the pillars of academic radiology, it is not
rewarded comparably with clinical work and research. In most
departments, clinical work is most highly valued because of
the large case volumes. As a result, teaching is not a priority
for many attending radiologists.
Last, and perhaps most important, the lack of standardization in radiology residency training at a national level has
certainly hindered the quality of training. Traditionally, China
lacks a formalized resident training guideline that unifies
residency training across geographic regions. The recent move
to develop a national standard will certainly help overcome
some of the obstacles in achieving excellence in residency
training. However, even with the current national guideline,
regulations are often broad and vague rather than practical
and actionable. As for the existing regional guidelines, such as
the one used in Beijing, no formal curricula exist to assist the
execution of the guidelines, leaving each hospital to develop
programs that vary tremendously in quality.
The creation of a national oversight organization taking charge of formalizing and standardizing radiology
residency training in China is among the most immediate
steps that Chinese radiologists could take to enhance the quality of their training.
Radiology training in China has evolved considerably since
its humble beginnings 60 years ago. However, the current
educational system suffers from a lack of focus on education and heterogeneity in quality between training programs.
Despite these handicaps, the large investment in infrastructure and strong desire to create an internationally respected
radiology organization result in an environment of enormous future potential. Initial efforts at reform seem to have
some limited success, but more concerted efforts at systematic
improvement are required for true long-term success.
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PACS IN THE ICU
by Dr A Georgiou

PACS and its effect on clinical work,
communication and organisation in
Intensive Care Units:
an overview of the evidence

Picture Archiving Communication Systems (PACS) can be described as an
information communication technology (ICT) that replaces previous filmbased systems by providing a centralised digital repository for the storage,
communication and archiving of imaging data (e.g., those from x-rays, MRIs,
ultrasound and CT scans)
This paper outlines some of the key findings of a systematic review
relating to the impact of PACS on clinical work practices in the hospital
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) [1, 2]

P

ACS has developed dramatically over the last
few decades, and its uptake across health systems
has continued to expand. PACS is a contributor
to major transformations in the practice of radiology, not least as a component of the future integrated
electronic medical record (EMR). This itself incorporates technologies such as Radiology Information Systems
(RIS – imaging databases that can incorporate scheduling, result reporting and image tracking capabilities),
Computerised Provider Order Entry (CPOE – electronic
ordering) systems and Decision Support Systems (DSS)
[3]. The EMR is expected to make a substantial contribution to the delivery of seamless information exchange
across the hospital and broader healthcare service, thus
helping to optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of
patient care.
It would seem logical therefore to expect dramatic
evidence of the impact of sophisticated technologies like
PACS, particularly in hospital settings like the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), which undertakes high volumes of
imaging studies with complex (and urgent) data requirements across multiple information sources.
However, prior to our review there had not been
a thorough evaluation of the evidence of the effect of
PACS on clinical work practices in the ICU [1]. We thus
set out to systematically review all the quantitative peer

reviewed literature published between 1980 and 2010,
to investigate changes in the nature of the technology
and the corresponding effect on work processes. We
searched all the major clinical and medical databases
such as Medline, Embase and the SPIE Digital Library as
a means of identifying the core benefits associated with
PACS in ICU settings.
THE SCOPE OF THE EVIDENCE BASE

Our systematic review identified 16 papers representing 11 studies, nine of which came from the USA and
two from the United Kingdom. The majority of the
studies were conducted before 2000, but three were
published after 2000. We found no randomized controlled trials in the literature, but did locate three studies which employed a before-and-after study methodology. The majority of papers came from two US research
groups – eight from the University of Pennsylvania
Medical Center and five from the Duke University
Medical Center in North Carolina.
Five key performance indicators were identified [1].
They related to the following key areas of ICU clinical
work practice:
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• the time from when an image is taken to when it is
available;
• the time from when an image is taken to when it is
accessed by an ICU physician;
• the time(s) of day that it was reviewed;
• the time an image-based clinical action is taken;
• the frequency and types of communication that are
undertaken between ICU clinicians and the medical
imaging department.
P A C I F I C
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PACS IN THE ICU
WHAT THE EVIDENCE REVEALS

The existing evidence showed that PACS is associated with
faster access to images with reported improvements in the
availability of images of up to 30 minutes for routine examinations [4 ]. These positive findings were mirrored in the
results of surveys of ICU staff which showed that up to 90%
of users believed that, with PACS, images were available
sooner than previously, and 72% perceived that there were
no longer problems with lost images [5].
There were improvements in the time taken for ICU physicians to review images, with one study revealing that the
mean time from image exposure to image viewing was 39
minutes in a surgical intensive care unit with PACS, compared to 78 minutes in a medical intensive care unit without PACS [6]. These findings also corresponded with survey results which reported that the majority of PACS
users believed the use of a workstation led to more efficient decision making relating to patient management [5].
The evidence also showed the potential for PACS to affect
clinician viewing patterns, with one study reporting that prior
to PACS, images were mostly viewed at the daily afternoon

“.... the existence of PACS alone
will not automatically lead to
more timely processes if PACS is
not supplemented by even simple
things like electronic flags to signal
the availability of images....”
conference with radiology, but after PACS implementation,
ICU clinicians viewed images earlier, and more evenly across
the day [7]. In contrast to these findings of the effect of PACS
on efficiency and timeliness, the prevailing evidence about
the impact of PACS on communication patterns within the
ICU and across the hospital, was inconsistent, with some
finding that showed that PACS had resulted in a reduction in
communication between radiologists and physicians [8].
RESULTS

Our systematic review had some unanticipated results. We
were surprised by the scantiness of the existing evidence
base. Eleven studies is not a huge evidence base, particularly considering that they come from a limited number of
sites across only two countries.
It is a finding that broadly parallels those from other
reviews about the impact of health IT on medical imaging
services [3]. We also expected to find a lot more recent
studies given the substantial uptake of PACS in ICUs since
2000 [1]. The existing research does not represent a substantial up-to-date repository of generalizable evidence
about the role of PACS in ICU settings.
Nevertheless, the findings do point to the substantial
potential for PACS to contribute to improvements in the
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efficiency of clinical work processes, with corresponding
effects on the timeliness of clinical decision making and
patient care. The same cannot be said about the area of
communication practices, particularly as it relates to relationships between clinicians and radiologists, work procedures and practices.
Here the evidence base is variable and inconclusive,
pointing to the need for greater research attention to some
of the key socio-technical aspects of health IT design,
implementation and utilisation, particularly as they relate
to how multi-disciplinary clinical work is planned, organized, synchronised and prioritized. For instance, as was
noted in our systematic review, the existence of PACS
alone will not automatically lead to more timely processes
if PACS is not supplemented by even simple things like
electronic flags to signal the availability of images [1]. The
successful design and implementation of information and
communication technologies requires anticipation of the
expected changes and disruption to existing work practices and relationships. The introduction of innovative new
technologies with the capacity to build on the PACS platform (e.g., voice recognition software and tele-radiology
technologies) will continue to have a big effect on how
work is practiced across the ICU, medical imaging and
hospital interface [9].
It is a challenge that cannot be avoided, but should be
planned and prepared for.
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China’s healthcare reforms:
still work in progress
In 2009, China introduced a hugely ambitious ten-year scheme to reform its
healthcare system. The main objective was to make the system better equipped
to face the new challenges as the vast country undergoes huge socio-economic
changes and to extend health care insurance coverage to practically the
whole population.
Three years on, the practical effects of the reforms are being routinely monitored
to check whether the plan is on track to reach the goals fixed for 2020.
The answer is: good progress so far but a lot more to be done.

I

n the early years of the new millennium, it was generally recognized that China’s health care system was
ailing, with the World Health Organization even
ranking the country in 2000 as being at a lowly 144th
worldwide place out of 191 national health systems. What’s
worse, this poor situation was being exacerbated by the dramatic changes and challenges caused by economic development and the increasingly ageing population. This has resulted
in a steady increase in the challenge of chronic diseases, rather
than the infectious diseases which several decades ago were
the main challenges facing the system. Hypertension, diabetes
and cardiovascular diseases are increasing apace. All this is
made worse by the astonishingly high levels of the consumption of tobacco. China is the world’s largest tobacco producer
and tobacco consumer. It is home to one quarter of the world’s
smokers and they consume a third of the world’s cigarettes.
China has among the world’s highest smoking rates, with

nearly one-third of all adults smoking. Nowadays, chronic
diseases are responsible for approximately 85% of all deaths
in China, up from 50% in the 1970s.
THE 2009 HEALTHCARE REFORMS

With the overall aim of making healthcare affordable and
accessible for all Chinese citizens by 2020, the reforms introduced in 2009 have been allocated commensurately huge
budgets. Total outlays are predicted to triple from $357 billions in 2011 to $1trillion in 2020. By that time, the government hopes to have implemented a nearly universal insurance
coverage (the aim is that 95% of the population should have
insurance coverage). The reform also includes a major shuffle
of the system of drug pricing. According to the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) China
had, before the reform process the highest drug-to-totalhealthcare-expenditure ratio in the world. This amount will be
reduced by only allowing Chinese hospitals to prescribe drugs
that are featured on a government-approved list of suitable
drugs. One impact of this aspect of the reforms is likely to be
a drop in the incentive for drug research and development,
although with the overall absolute increase in funding in the
total system, drug developers should still consider China as a
lucrative market.
RURAL CHINA

Considered by the Chinese Health ministry as an important model in the process
of reforming the Chinese public hospital system, the brand new University of Hong
Kong (HKU) Shenzhen hospital is located just over the border from Hong Kong and
covers nearly 350000 square meters. With a major focus of the HKU Shenzhen
hospital being research, the hospital is one beneficiary of the national health care
reforms which involve a huge spending spree, with total expenditure forecast to reach
$1trillion by 2020. Unfortunately many other hospitals in China do not reach the
high standards of the new HKU Shenzhen hospital. This has prompted the National
Health and Family Planning Commission to launch in March 2013 an initiative aimed
at “cleaning up” grassroots medical institutions throughout the country.
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A continuing concern is the imbalance between the prosperous coastal area and the less developed hinterland. This has
prompted the National Health and Family Planning Commission to launch in March 2013 an initiative aimed at “cleaning
up” grassroots medical institutions throughout the country.
Suppliers of radiology equipment are more and more focussing on rural China as a future growth market. All the main
suppliers, including GE Healthcare, Philips, Siemens, Toshiba
and Caretream are increasing their efforts in rural China. In
addition to sales presences, most of these companies have
manufacturing facilities, R&D centers or joint ventures with
local Chinese institutions.
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PET-MRI
Clinical indications for the use of 18F FDG PET/MRI
Japanese guidelines for the indications, procedures, image interpretation
and safety management in the use 18F FDG PET/MRI have just been published [1]. This article summarizes the main indications for the technique.

T

he basic rationale for the use of PET/MRI is the
reportedly improved diagnostic performance
of the hybrid technique as compared to that
of PET or MRI alone. For example, the addition of simultaneously obtained MRI data may confirm
a diagnosis for abnormal uptake that is difficult to detect
and evaluate by PET alone.
Recent guidelines on the use of PET/MRI have been
drawn up by specialists from the Japanese Radiologic
Society, the Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine and
the Japanese Society of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
[1]. The main indications for the new hybrid imaging
modality as proposed by the new guidelines are presented below.

active inflammation. Thus, PET/MRI systems with the
capability of both localizing and assessing the activity in
cardiac sarcoidosis are likely to be clinically useful.

• EPILEPSY

• DEMENTIA

Since glucose metabolism decreases in epileptic foci during the interictal phase,FDG-PET can be used for diagnosis. When using a PET/MRI system, the addition of
simultaneously obtained MRI data increases the detectability of abnormal uptake that is difficult to detect and
evaluate by PET alone.

FDG-PET is known to be useful for the detection of
Alzheimer’s disease and the differentiation between
Alzheimer’s disease and fronto-temporal dementia.
PET/MRI may be able to add additional information
such as ischemic changes, hippocampal atrophy, etc.
This prodeure is not re-imbursed in Japan.

• ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE

• INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

FDG-PET examination is considered as the most reliable method for assessing myocardial viability. PET/MRI
enables simultaneous acquisition of cine MRI, delayed
Gd-DTPA enhanced MRI, coronary MR angiography
(MRA), and stress myocardial perfusion MRI

Diagnosis of inflammatory diseases is based on findings
of clinical signs, blood tests, plain radiography, CT, and
MRI. In many cases where the identification of the site and
cause of inflammation is difficult, FDG-PET is thought
to be useful for diagnosis of inflammatory diseases and
infections. This prodeure is not re-imbursed in Japan.

• CARDIAC SARCOIDOSIS

In patients with cardiac sarcoidosis, regions of abnormal
FDG uptake on FDG-PET after appropriate preparation
may reflect active inflammation. Regions with delayed
enhancement on MRI and regions with abnormal uptake
on FDG-PET are inconsistent. The inconsistency may
reflect differences between fibrosis seen on MRI and

• MALIGNANCY

Most malignant tumors show intense uptake of FDG,
whereas most benign tumors show low uptake. FDG-PET
is considered to be effective for diagnosis of almost all cancers with increased glucose metabolism, especially for initial or pretreatment staging, assessment of treatment effect,
and detection of recurrence or metastasis. In addition,
PET/MRI may enable more accurate staging and diagnosis of recurrence in the brain, head & neck, mediastinum,
pleura, breast, liver, ovary, uterus, prostate, bone, etc.

• PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES

Full details of the recommended examination procedures
are given in the guidelines [1]. These include special
instructions for PET alone as well as MRI alone in the
various indications and for the combined technique. Likewise recommendations are provided for optimal analysis
of uptake and quantification of standardized uptake value
(SUV). The guidelines also outline the principal cautions
that should be applied in diagnostic image interpretation.
• SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The focus of safety should be to supplement and unify
both the special features of PET chemicals and the characteristic performance/functionality of MRI equipment. [1]
More and more PET/MRI systems are being installed and are proving of
great use in several indications. Cost/benefit questions still remain an issue.
Image courtesy of Siemens.
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Objective Assessment
of Breast Density

By using DICOM “For Processing” image data from digital mammography systems, the Volpara
algorithm provides an objective
measurement of a woman’s breast
density by utilizing volumetric
parameters. The result is an output that includes the fibroglandular tissue volume, total breast tissue volume, overall percentage of
breast density, and BI-RADS Breast
Density Category. The system is
clinically deployed in the same
way that computer-aided detection
is, Thus, the x-ray machines are
configured to send out “For Processing” data to Volpara. The data
are then processed and the results
are sent back to the PACS and/
or viewing workstations. Results
can also be presented via various
mammography reporting systems.
The Volpara system can operate
with data generated by x-ray systems from many vendors, including GE, Phillips, Siemens, Fuji,
Hologic and Giotto.
Volpara is in clinical use globally
and has been cleared by the FDA,
HealthCanada, TGA, CE and other
regulatory bodies.
MATAKINA INTERNATIONAL,
WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
www.volparadensity.com

As with all Fujifilm equipment the
system is easy to operate. With its
light and compact table top design,
the new system can be placed on
a desk, or on a shelf, even where
space is limited. Since this is a
fully digital reader, neither darkroom nor automatic processor are
required. Image quality is the same
as the rest of the FCR range. Image
Intelligence, Fujifilm’s proprietary
image processing technology is
built in. This enhances image contrast and sharpness, without any
loss of details.

FUJIFILM
TOKYO, JAPAN
www.fujifilm.com/

High performance CT scanner

The Toshiba family of Aquilion CT scanners has recently
been expanded to include the new
Aquilion ONE/ViSION Edition,
a faster version of the very successful Aquilion ONE, of which
over 700 have been ordered globally. The new system distinguishes
itself with a faster rotation speed
of just 0.275 seconds which is
applicable for all routine applications. A wider 78 cm gantry bore
improves patient comfort and
access. In combination with AIDR

High speed reader

The FCR Prima T2 system is a
table-top reader unit which boasts
a world-class high processing speed
of 73 IPs/hour. In the high speed
mode (5 pixels/mm) throughput is
enhanced by almost 70% compared
to the previous model in Fuji’s
range, the FCR Prima T. This means
that patient waiting time is reduced
and the efficiency of the examination workflow greatly increased
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3D, the ViSION Edition provides
fast and robust low dose imaging
for all patient examinations with
negligible impact of reconstruction
time. The 16 cm z-axis coverage
allows entire organs such as the
heart to be imaged in just one rotation. The new system also introduces 3D CT Fluoroscopy, which
allows the physician to visualize
complicated interventional procedures in multiple planes for greater
ease and improved safety. Time
and storage space can be saved
with Toshiba’s Hybrid View reconstruction kernels which are newly
introduced iterative reconstruction
algorithms providing sharp lung
and excellent soft tissue resolution
in the one image. SURESubtraction is a revolutionary subtraction
technique providing pixel-perfect
bone removal in neuro, carotid
and orthopedic applications. The
sophisticated non-rigid position
matching technology provides
highly accurate CT DSA studies
increasing diagnostic confidence.
Advanced design features minimize
power consumption and reduce the
carbon footprint.
TOSHIBA
TOKYO, JAPAN
www.asia.toshiba.com/

Static and dynamic X-ray
imaging capabilities

The Adora RF from DelftDi,
which is now a member of the
Canon group, has been designed to
provide all the benefits of a direct
digital auto-positioning Radiography system with the added bonus
of fluoroscopy in a single, multipurpose general X-ray room. With
the decline of fluoroscopic examinations due to newer diagnostic
techniques, especially in examinations of the GI tract, the Adora
RF can provide efficient digital
radiography and fluoroscopic
imaging of the recumbent patient
on the X-ray table and upright
patient seated in the vertical position — and all this in a single imaging room. The new system provides
fast, efficient radiography and fluoroscopy using just a single, low
dose removable/portable flat panel
WINTER 2013
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Rad/Fluoro detector. Fully motorized
positioning automation ensures that
no manual handling of the equipment
or patient is necessary. The high frequency 65kW X-ray generator and
Canon CXDI-NE imaging processing
system display high quality realtime
fluoroscopy and digital radiography
with DR images displayed on the
intuitive touch-screen display just 3
seconds after exposure. The Adora
RF’s intelligent Canon software with
its Anatomical Programming system
(up to 1000 exposure techniques)
controls the acquisition, manipulation and storage of the radiographic
and fluoroscopic images within the
system. Post-processing of images can
be carried out on the user control
panel. Studies can be sent straight to
the hospital PACS system — ensuring
easy and efficient management and
archiving of medical images. DICOM
3.0 compatibility also enables seamless data transfer to any DICOM hard
copy output device.
CANON
TOKYO, JAPAN,
www.canon.com

Multifunctional R/F system

The latest radiology product to
be introduced by Shimadzu is the
Sonialvision G4 R/F system, which
in both functionality and operability, out-performs other R/F systems.
Equipped with the largest available
FPD at 43 x 43 cm and Shimadzu’s next
generation digital imaging platform,
the Sonialvision G4 covers the widest
possible range of examinations,
WINTER 2013

providing inter-departmental hospital capability. Together with the
large longitudinal stroke of Sonialvision, the FPD provides an extensive
imaging area. In addition, advanced
“SUREengine” technology (Shimadzu Ultimate Real-time Enhancement Engine) provides excellent
image quality. It enables the natural
enhancement of the entire image for
clearer revelation of all examination areas and small, faint targets.
The company’s premium application software offers the most recent
improvements for diagnostic imaging including the support of useful
applications, such as tomosynthesis
for general radio-graphic imaging.
This function has also been highly
acclaimed in the orthopedic field.
In addition many medical personnel

are interested in the further reduction of peripheral metal artifacts in
tomosynthesis total hip arthroplasty
(THA) and total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) images. Slot scanning which
needs just the start and end positions to be set is also very useful for
long-length image examination in
the orthopedic field. Images can be
checked immediately after radiography has been completed, thereby
reducing examination time while
improving efficiency.
SHIMADZU,
TOKYO, JAPAN
www.shimadzu.com

cutting-edge tecnologies in a futuristic
operational design.
SONOSCAPE
SHENZHEN, CHINA
www.sonoscape.com

Four Megapixel monitor

Using LED technology to ensure
consistent image quality, the 4 MP
RadiForce RX440 monitor from Eizo
features a 30-inch wide-screen format
and has high precision in both color
and monochrome. Different imaging
techniques can be displayed simultaneously, with high image quality.
The size of the display surface and
degree of resolution makes the
monitor the perfect alternative to a
2-megapixel dual-screen solution,
without the annoying split screen.
The RX440 provides a comfortable
overview of all images and allows
users to organise images on the
screen as they see fit. Large images
can be displayed on the entire screen.
At the click of a button, users can

Compact powerful
ultrasound system

The new generation ultrasound S9
system from Sonoscape is the latest result of the constant innovation
and development efforts of the company. The S9 is compact yet features
full application packages for cardiology, abdominal, OB/GYN, small
parts, urology. The system combines
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access the DICOM tonal value
function to get a perfect greyscale
reproduction. This can be checked
and calibrated automatically using
an integrated sensor and external
measurement devices. The RX440
automatically stabilizes the desired
level of brightness, making it possible to distinguish between subtle
differences in grey or color tones.
DVI-D and a DisplayPort input allow
for signals with 2560 x 1600 pixels.
The RX440 can also process two
2-megapixel signals from two
graphics boards, as if to display two different monitors.
The different images are then displayed next to each other. The
RX440 has a presence sensor to
increase the life cycle of the monitor. It switches the display on or
off automatically, depending on
whether the user is in front of the
screen, and detects the user’s return
even before the keyboard or mouse
are touched.
EIZO
ISHIKAWA, JAPAN
www.eizo.com

Award-winning ultrasound system

Mindray’s DC-N3 ultrasound has
been awarded the prestigious “Red
Dot” design award, which is given
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each year by one of the oldest and
most highly regarded design institutions in Europe – the Design
Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen in
Essen, Germany. The award was
granted for the DC-N3’s outstanding user-centric ergonomic design.
Providing exceptional image quality,
the system features an HD monitor
with wide-angle view and a handle
that allows for easy operation and
direction adjustment. There are
four active transducer ports allowing users to easily and quickly switch
between different applications. The
user-friendly and flexible control
panel reduces the number of key
strokes and minimizes users’ fatigue;
the operational interface is intuitive
and the workflow streamlined
MINDRAY
SHENZHEN, CHINA
www.mindray.com

DR system for medium
to large hospitals

The new XGEO GC80 DR system from Samsung is designed for
use in medium-to-large hospitals, in
particular to reduce examination
time for hospital diagnoses and
upgrades. The system has an ultrasensitive Flat Panel Detector, incorporating Samsung TFT technology
and features the proprietary ALDAS
(Advanced Low Dose Amorphous
Silicon Sensor) system. By acquiring
high-resolution images with only a
very low level of radiation, ALDAS
improves both patient safety and
the reliability of the diagnosis. The
Adaptive Local Contrast Stretching (ALCOS) is an outstanding post
image processing technology that
automatically determines suitable
image conditions depending on the
target body parts and tissues. This
proprietary technology provides
qualified images by applying high
resolution image contrast and edge
sharpness enhancement functions.
Users can acquire more accurate
imaging data at a faster speed, which
ultimately leads to a highly productive medical environment. Another
feature is the Smart Stitching function that automatically puts several
images together and connects them
to show an intact body part image
I M A G I N G
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that is bigger than the total area of
the FPD. It thus quickly provides the
user with one seamless image without requiring any additional work to
adjust stitching lines or overlapping
regions. The integrated user interface in the Tube Head Unit (THU)
and the simple and intuitive graphical user interface makes it easier to
use and understand the equipment,
providing high levels of ease and
convenience. Various elements of the
audio user interface, corresponding
to the THU’s movement, provide an
intuitive user experience.
SAMSUNG
SEOUL, KOREA
www.samsungmedison.com

PACS/RIS systems

Specializing in software for radiology including teleradiology and PACS
products, Voyager Imaging is an
Australian-based pioneering medical
imaging company. With thousands
of users throughout Australia within
government and private radiology
practices, Voyager Imaging products
are now being represented in international markets by distribution partners throughout the world. The company’s products are used by radiologists, radiographers, sonographers,
clinical and medical professionals to
provide radiology image acquisition,
storage, transmission, reporting and
reviewing functions for hospitals and
clinics. Product groups include Radiology Information Systems (RIS),
Teleradiology, Diagnostic Workstations and Picture Archiving and
Communications Systems (PACS),
supported with options such as integration of 3rd party applications and
information systems, DICOM Modality worklist and automated CD/DVD
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Voyager features such as preemptive
downloading and image streaming
functions for fast loading of images
for remote users. Voyager RIS provides a comprehensive suite of RIS
products for radiology practices
and departments.
VOYAGER IMAGING
EAST HAWTHORN, VIC, AUSTRALIA
www.voyagerpacs.com/

Reports, including charts and images,
can be exported in PDF format at the
touch of a button.
GE HEALTHCARE
CHALFONT ST GILES, BUCKS, UK
www3.gehealthcare.co.uk

Combined fluoroscopy
and radiography

High performance ultrasound
burning. Pre-emptive loading of
images for fast loading for radiologist lossless images, as well as smart
imaging streaming technology for
fast delivery of images to referrers
ensuring fast delivery and display of
images for key users connected to the
Voyager PACS network.
Historically, large scale PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication
System) applications based on legacy
technology have been expensive to
purchase, implement and maintain.
Recent technological developments
have seen a new approach which is
providing a new and exciting range
of products that provide a vastly more
cost effective, scalable and specific set
of tools designed to enhance the way
you work. The Voyager PACS system is a fully scalable and secure web
based advanced PACS and teleradiology solution that provides image distribution to authorized medical staff
via the Internet, Intranets, ISDN and
Dialup. Voyager Imaging, the winner of the 2003 Consensus Software
Award, has developed Voyager PACS,
an innovative technology using their
proprietary World’s Thinnest client
to provide users an almost instantaneous gateway to capture, archive
and distribute radiology images via a
web interface. Mobile device applications have been released that allow
iPad and iPhone users to access their
patient reports and images. The
application is intuitive and easy to
use, and allows fast access and viewing of images and reports. Voyager
supports Mackintosh users with its
native Mac application for Voyager.
The software allows users the option
of fully functional tool sets in a native
Mac environment, incorporating key
WINTER 2013

The Voluson P8 system from GE
Healthcare provides hard working
ultrasound capabilities such as 2D,
Doppler, and 3D imaging. Voluson
automation advances enable busy
practices to maintain high quality while reducing the time needed
to conduct, analyze, and report on
exams. The new system is intuitive,
and has an easy-to-use keyboard.
There is an auto-optimization system for 2D and Doppler which helps
enhance contrast resolution at the
touch of a button. The auto focus for
2D provides automated positioning
of the focal zone, allowing the user to
concentrate on scanning. The reporting and archiving tools enable easy
creation of a structured report from a
selection of customizable templates,
including 1st trimester, 2nd/3rd
trimester, and gynecology exams.
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Siemens has introduced a new system for the mid-range price segment
that can carry out both full-digital
fluoroscopy and radiography. With
its 2-in-1 functionality, the Luminos
Fusion with flat panel detector technology allows more effective use of
fluoroscopy equipment in routine
medical care. The flat panel detector
enables faster examinations and patient
throughput compared to the mid-range
image intensifiers that have been available up to now. Working with current
mid-range image intensifiers has been
a time-consuming process. Taking an
X-ray means inserting, removing, and
replacing cassettes. As these cassettes
have to be processed, patients have to
wait longer for results. The Luminos
Fusion with flat panel detector technology is different. Its 43 x 43 cm image
surface now provides full-digital, distortion-free X-ray and fluoroscopic
images within seconds. With accelerated treatment, patient throughput can
be increased. The higher-quality images
generated by the flat panel detector give
radiologists better diagnostic information and provide images double the size
of those achieved with typical image
intensifiers. The flat panel detector also
takes up less space than image intensifiers and makes it easier for medical
personnel to position the patient.
SIEMENS
ERLANGEN, GERMANY
www.siemens.com
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
PACS and expected PACS to address
all imaging needs.
TERARECON
FOSTER CITY, CA, USA
www.terarecon.com

Vendor-neutral
complement to PACS

Spectral Imaging mammography

As part of Terarecon’s iNtuition
solution suite for advanced image
management and quantitative decision support, the iNtuitionREVIEW
system is a powerful new multimodality, multi-monitor review and
collaboration tool. Recently there
has been a growing trend in diagnostic imaging towards a ‘best-ofbreed’ philosophy, in which a neutral archive (VNA or PACS archive)
is the custodian of images, and then
a variety of ‘best-of-breed’ applications access and process those
images. The iNtuition system has
always complemented PACS with
advanced functionality to resolve
specialized use cases and workflow
challenges not adequately addressed
by existing PACS solutions. This
role is now expanded and enhanced
with the new, powerful iNtuitionREVIEW client, designed to complement PACS with multi-monitor
display of multi-modality data, in
specialized use-cases such as cardiac (CT, MR, Cath, Echo, EKG) or
breast (MR, Mammo, Ultrasound).
The new system is also designed
with cooperation and collaboration
in mind, with specialized features
for the preparation and execution of
physician conferences, demos, and
multi-disciplinary team meetings.
TeraRecon has always been a “Vendor Neutral Application” company,
generally working with an image
repository provided by another
vendor, such as PACS. iNtuitionREVIEW expands upon this philosophy to offer more vendor-neutral
solutions to the clinical workflow
challenges faced by imaging professionals who have otherwise relied on
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The new Philips MicroDose SI,
with single-shot spectral imaging, is
the first Full-field digital mammography system that brings the potential of non-invasive spectral imaging to clinical practice. Like existing
MicroDose systems, it uses direct
digital, photon counting technology.
This unique technology has created
a paradigm shift in mammography,
allowing high dose efficiency that
makes it possible to conduct exams
with low radiation dose – without
compromising image quality. Now,
MicroDose SI adds new innovation
to its impressive technology. The
system provides spectral imaging of
the breast within the standard lowdose mammogram, and without use
of contrast media. But while the
procedure is the same, the spectral
images provide many new opportunities for measurement and analysis of breast composition. Spectral
imaging uses the spectrum of the
X-ray beam, which is made of photons with high and low energies, to
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gain more information from mammograms. Because photon counting
technology can count each photon
from a single exposure and separate
those photons into high-energy and
low- energy categories, the spectral data is acquired simultaneously
within the single exposure of a low
dose mammogram.
Thanks to the single-shot approach,
the imaging precision is high enough
to enable spectral imaging without
injection of contrast media.
PHILIPS
EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS
www.healthcare.philips.com

Color Doppler Ultrasound

The HY8000PRO 4D color doppler ultrasonic diagnostic system
from the Chinese company Haiying
provides several functions, including digital color doppler imaging
technology and speckle reduction
technology. There is also multi-beam

parallel imaging technology, effective
file management system, and a versatile
professional software. With its ergonomic touch screen, the HY8000PRO
provides a positive scanning experience for clinicians.
HAIYING,
WUXI, CHINA,
www.haiyingmedical.com.cn
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His doctor saved more than
one life when she saved his.
www.siemens.com/ultrasound

Dr. Nita Patel’s 34-year-old patient, a firefighter, arrived
for his exam with a slightly enlarged liver—prompting
her to order a blood test. When the results came back
with elevated values, Dr. Patel took a proactive step. As
part of the ultrasound exam, she used Virtual Touch™
tissue quantification* to help determine the status of
his liver.

Siemens develops ultrasound solutions that help healthcare
providers obtain vital insights into patient health—helping
them discover conditions like liver fibrosis, which can
shorten a patient’s life span if left untreated. We pioneer
ultrasound to help more people live healthier lives—so
they can keep on fighting fires.
Siemens. The Ultrasound Pioneers.

Virtual Touch™ technology* quickly and easily revealed
increased tissue stiffness without the need for a biopsy.
With this detailed information in hand, Dr. Patel was
able to refer him to a hepatologist for prescription and
treatment therapy.

*Not commercially available in the U.S.A.
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Answers for life.
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